You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for SILVERCREST KH 2404
KARAOKE MACHINE. You'll find the answers to all your questions on the SILVERCREST KH 2404 KARAOKE MACHINE in
the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's
Guide.
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Manual abstract:
Should the device become damaged, immediately remove the plug from the wall socket. Then arrange for the device to be checked by Customer Services.
Connect the device only to electrical wall sockets supplying a mains voltage of 230-240 V ~ / 50 Hz. â· Do not operate the appliance if the power cable, the
plug or the device itself are damaged. Arrange for defective power cables and plugs to be repaired or exchanged as soon as possible by Customer Services. â·
You must not open the device housing or attempt to repair the device yourself. there are no user-serviceable elements inside. Should you do so, device safety
can no longer be assured and the warranty will become void. Protect the product from moisture. Use it only in dry rooms, do not use it outdoors or close to
liquids.
â· Take steps to ensure that neither the device nor the mains adaptor can be damaged, or become wet or moist, during use. Notice regarding power
disconnection: To completely disconnect the device from mains power, the plug MUST be removed from the power socket. For this reason, the appliance
should be placed at a location where unobstructed access to the power socket is assured at all times, so that you are able to immediately remove the plug in
the event of an emergency. To exclude the risk of fire, unintentional switch-on and to save energy costs, the mains adaptor should always be disconnected
from the power socket when the device is not in use. â· When disconnecting the device, always take hold of the plug itself.
Do not pull on the cable itself and NEVER touch the plug with wet hands, as this could result in a short circuit or you receiving an electric shock. Do not
place the device, furniture or anything else on the power cable and ensure that it cannot become clamped or trapped. Never tie knots in the power cable, and
do not join it to other cables. Lay the power cable and, if need be, the headphone and microphone cables, so that no one can step on or trip over them. A
damaged power cable can cause a fire or an electrical shock.
Check the power cable from time to time. Should it become damaged, contact your nearest authorised customer service centre or your dealer to have it
replaced. â· Should a storm and/or thunderstorm with the risk of lightning threaten, please disconnect the device from the mains power. Do not use the device
near hot surfaces. â· Do not operate or store the device in hot locations and do not subject the device to direct sunlight or strong artificial light sources.
Otherwise, it may overheat and become irreparably damaged. 5kg Operating temperature: 5Â° - 35Â°C Storage temperature : --20Â° - 60Â°C CD Player
Playback from: Frequency range - CD: Cassette player Cassette: Laser class 1, Wavelength 780 nm CD, CD-R, CD+G 125 Hz - 16 kHz Standard cassette
(C-90 or shorter) Please read the safety instructions â· Do not permit children to handle electrical devices without supervision, they cannot correctly assess
the potential risks of injury. Do not leave the device unattended at any time when it is in use. â· To avoid overheating, NEVER cover the ventilation slots on
the device and NEVER use the appliance under coverings of any kind. â· Should the device be moved from a cold ambience to a warm one (e.
To avoid potential damage, the device should be switched on at the earliest after a minimum standtime of 2 hours. Listening to music with head or earphones
for long periods and at high volume levels can lead to hearing damage! For your own protection, we recommend that you do not adjust the sound level too
high. The output voltage at the headphone socket can lie between over 150 mV and up to 864 mV, and can thus create a sound volume that is harmful for your
hearing. â· This device is not intended for use by individuals (including children) with restricted physical, physiological or intellectual abilities or deficiencies
in experience and/or knowledge unless they are supervised by a person responsible for their safety or receive from this person instruction in how the device is
to be used. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the device. Never look directly into an open CD tray The invisible laser beam
could damage your eyes. cAUTION! Information on surge voltage (EFT / rapid electrical transition process) and Electrostatic discharge: In the case of a
malfunction due to rapid electrical transition (surge voltage) or electrostatic discharge the product must be reset (it may be necessary to disconnect the power
source and then reconnect it) to restore normal operation. Note: A case of electrostatic discharge occurs if one walks with plastic-soled shoes over a carpet
that also contains elements of plastic. Through the friction of the shoe soles on the carpet a charge is created in the body which discharges itself as soon as
one touches an electricity conducting object, such as for example a door knob or the bodywork of a motor vehicle. Thereby, it is sufficient to approach the
conductor to within only a few cm.
direct contact is not required to effect a discharge. The charge can also reduce itself over an electrical arc. As upper surfaces can be made of various
materials and are treated with various cleaning materials, it cannot be completely excluded that some of these materials contain components that could attack
and soften the rubber pads. Do not leave packaging material lying unattended. plastic foils and bags and pieces of styropor etc.
Are not toys, they can be dangerous for small children. Observe copyright laws When recording CDs, pay heed to the laws regarding copyright that are
applicable in the country in which the device is being used. Position the karaoke machine in such a way that the CD tray cover can be fully opened. On the
front: q Camera w Screen eCD compartment rX BASS - for accentuation of low frequencies t REPEAT - activates the CD repeat function y PROG. - for the
storage of CD programmes u BAL - Balance controller i MASTER VOLUME - Volume controller o ECHO - Echo-Effect controller aMicrophone s AVC Auto Voice Control regulator d Microphone mounting f - Headphone socket g Loudspeaker h CDG - CD/G indicator j SKIP-- 9 - CD-Title jump backwards
kSKIP+ : - CD-Title jump forwards l STOP < - End CD playback 1( PLAY/PAUSE 4; - CD playback start/stop 2) PLAY/PAUSE - CD playback / pause
indicator 2! CAMERA Images from the built-in camera > Using the MONITOR switch you can choose what is to be shown on the integrated monitor screen:
CAMERA Images from the built-in camera CDG Song texts from the Karaoke CD.
Power supply > Connect the plug of the power cable to a properly installed power socket supplying 230-240 V ~ / 50 Hz. Echo effect Vocal music can be
modified through an Echo effect. The Echo effect can be increased by turning the controller ECHO clockwise in the direction MAX, and reduced by turning it
anti-clockwise in the direction MIN.
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Balance The left and right channels are played back simultaneously over the built in loudspeakers. Playback of both microphones takes place over the right
channel. Through adjustment of the controller BAL you can modify the relationship between the music and the microphone-vocal. Turning it in the direction R
reduces the music volume level in relationship to the microphone-vocal level. turning it in the direction L reduces the microphone-vocal level. In headphone
operation a clear modification takes place between the left and right channels, and vice versa. Auto Voice Control In the playback of CDGs (see CD
operation/CD+G) the music on the CD is blended out automatically as soon as someone sings into the microphone.
When the singing into the microphone stops, the music is automatically blended back in. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@For this, turn the controller PITCH
in the direction MIN resp. @@ 5 mm jack plug (not supplied). @@ important! @@Do not insert objects other than CDs. > Switch the device on and select
the operating mode. @@@@@@@@@@The indicator first glows after pressing the button PLAY/PAUSE 4;. This function is not available with CD+Gs. >
Stop playback: Press the button STOP <. @@@@@@With this, you can also repeat titles as required. : select the first title and then press the button PROG
once more.
@@@@@@@@Nonetheless, you must still always protect the CD against soiling and scratches. CD players can balance out minor damage on the CD.
Large scratches or other damages can lead to "hangers" or similar malfunctions. For details of the correct interaction with CDs, take heed of the notices on
the CD sleeve! CD+G CD+G (CD + Graphics, also CDG) is an Audio CD which contains additional data, such as song texts and/or images, that is displayed
on the screen simultaneously with the music. Audio CDs with copy protection As one can learn from the press, the music industry has developed various copy
protection processes to defend itself from pirate copies.
Unfortunately, not all companies have yet agreed on a universal standard, thus they continually develop new processes or modify the existing ones. These
newly released Audio CDs then no longer conform to the normal Audio CD Standard, and it therefore becomes difficult for the manufacturers of CD players
to ensure that their devices can assimilate all oraoke with an Audio CD Naturally, you can also sing along to a normal Audio CD. However, you must then
know the texts, and the Balance function (see "Setting the sound quality") is not available. Sound quality adjustments (see "Setting the sound quality"): Â·
Only with CD+Gs: Adjust the sound volume of the instruments and the vocals (Controller BAL in a middle position = Instruments and Vocal with the same
sound volume). -MicrophoneFeedback With feedback one is dealing with the background noises that occur when a microphone is held too close to a
loudspeaker.
Therefore, ensure that when you are singing the microphone is kept as far away from the loudspeakers as possible. To avoid these unpleasant noises when
changing the CD, switch the microphone off with its ON/OFF switch (OFF position). Karaoke with a cassette Note: When playing back a karaoke cassette
you need to know the text of the song, as a text reproduction on the monitor does not take place. Sound quality adjustments (see "Setting the sound quality"):
Â· Both the voice (Microphone) and the CD playback are now being recorded. You can use the integrated camera during a karaoke performance. the camera
image will be shown on the monitor. This function is not available in the operating mode "TAPE". > Switch the device on. If a colour image is to be shown on
a connected television set, slide the switch VIDEO OUT into the position "CAMERA". > To show the image on the integrated black and white monitor, slide
the switch MONITOR into the position "CAMERA".
> Fold out the VIDEO CAMERA and remove the protective cap from the camera lens. > The camera can be swung to the left and right, up and down. A
television set, use only cinch plugs/cables that are suitable and designated for the task. Connect external appliances only when they are switched off. Your
portable Karaoke Machine if fitted with input and output sockets for the connection of external devices (see the fold-out page). To be able to play back the
sound and image data from the connected device over your facility, you must select the connections to which the external device is to be connected. For this,
the operating mode switches VIDEO OUT and MONITOR are available. Connection example for a television set or a monitor > Using cinch cables, connect
the Audio/Video-In sockets of the television set or monitor with the sockets AUX OUT / VIDEO OUT on the portable Karaoke Machine. Alternatively, you can
also utilise the AV socket with the supplied Scart adapter. > Using the switch VIDEO OUT determine what is to be presented on the connected television set.
Instead of a television set you could connect a video recorder to the above detailed sockets, to make for example a video recording of a performance.
Connection example for a Camcorder With an appropriate cinch cable you could, for example, connect a Camcorder or a digital camera, to play back images
and sound over your portable Karaoke Machine. @@@@To clean the laser you should use a commercial cleaning CD. @@@@When doing this, hold the
CD between the forefinger and the thumb of the other hand. Touching the recorded side of the CD with the hand could lead to problems with playback.
The device is not providing any sound > Is the plug of the power cable inserted firmly into the power socket? > Have you switched the device on with the
power switch? > Is there a plug inserted into the headphone output? This will switch off the speaker. > Is the sound volume level adjusted high enough? Poor
sound quality in cassette operation > Sound heads soiled, require cleaning. Feedback when singing > Microphone too close to the loudspeakers. Keep the
microphone away from the loudspeakers or reduce the microphone volume level. When recording cassettes, pay heed to the laws regarding copyright that are
applicable in the country in which the device is being used.
NEVER submerse the device or its components in water or other fluids! â· Do not allow any liquids to penetrate the housing. Cleaning the housing: > Remove
the power plug from the power socket beforehand. Clean the housing surface with a slightly damp cloth. Never use petrol, solvents or detergents that can
damage plastics! cleaning the tape transport mechanism Â· At regular intervals remove dust and cassette deposits from the sound heads and tape guides.
Contamination on the sound heads impairs sound quality, both when recording and on playback. Do not dispose of this device in your normal domestic waste.
This product is subject to the provisions of the European Directive 2002/96/EC.
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â· Arrange for the Karaoke Machine, or parts of it, to be disposed of by a professional disposal company or at your communal disposal facility. In case of
doubt contact your disposal facility. This appliance has been both examined and approved in regard to conformity with the fundamental requirements and
other relevant regulations of the EMC Directive 2004/108/EC and the Low Voltage Appliance Directive LVD 2006/95/EC.
A 3-year warranty is given with this device, starting from the date of purchase. Should you, in spite of our high quality standards, have reasons for complaint
please contact our Service Hotline. In the event that processing of your complaint is not possible by telephone, here you will receive Â· A processing number
(RMA number) as well as Â· An address to which you can send your device for repair under warranty. in the case of a mail-in shipment please enclose a copy
of the purchase receipt (sales slip). The device must be securely packed and the RMA number clearly visible on the outside. Products received without the
RMA number cannot be processed. To parts subject to wear and tear Â· for damage to breakable parts , such as switches or rechargeable batteries. This
product is for private use only and is not intended for commercial applications. The warranty is void in the case of abusive and improper handling, use of
force and internal tampering not carried out by our authorized service branch. Your statutory warranty claims are not restricted by this warranty.
.
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